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Abstract: Cloud computing, and the technology of virtualization which drives its foundations, lead the pack of Information
Technology (IT) solutions for business that have emerged and kept transforming businesses in recent years. While in
acknowledgement of the fact that numerous researches have emerged in recent times on the concepts of virtualization and
cloud computing, trying to address issues relating to management, complexity, operability, service delivery, security, amongst
others, very little to no effort has been made to study how these technologies impact the dynamic business environment of the
21st century and the benefits they could hold for businesses of the digital age. In light of this, this paper gives a theoretical
review of the business environment as it was before and shortly after the advent of IT, in such a way that novices as well as
experts in business and IT would be able to identify with and understand the interactions that have always existed amongst
these industries. It further goes on to provide a detailed exposé on cloud computing and virtualization as it affects the business
environment of the 21st century, right from its inception and origins, to survey its history, basic concepts, current trends, modes
of deployment and use, as well as the benefits they provide for businesses in our world. It brings in some proven industry
perspectives and opinions and presents new insights into what the future has to offer with these twin technologies for both the
worlds of business and IT.
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1. Introduction
That our world is on the edge of an ICT revolution is by
now well understood. Computers and ICT has revolutionized
every aspect of human endeavour in our 21st Century world
in a very remarkable way, and business has not been in any
way left out – accounting directly for laudable increase in
profit and returns on investment in recent years. With more
advancements waiting in line in Computing and ICT, it
would be no gainsaying the fact that these may soon hold the
key to business performance enhancement, sustainability and
productivity in the coming years. It is therefore imperative
that the dynamic business environment of our era strategizes
and repositions in order to partake of the limitless benefits
and opportunities that Computing and ICT currently offers;

and also align congruently, so as not to miss out on soon
coming benefits they would offer to our dynamic business
environments.
The Business Environment is defined as “the combination
of internal and external factors that influence a company's
operating situation. The business environment can include
factors such as: clients and suppliers; its competition and
owners; improvements in technology; laws and government
activities; and market, social and economic trends” [1]. From
this definition, it is made easily very obvious that the key to
progress and excellence in business may rely to a large extent
on a proper understanding of these business environmental
factors, and on the full harnessing and channelling of these
towards creating a seamlessly fused business environment
(with fluid operational modi that are relatively stable)
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In a research published by [2] on “the Six Forces of
Influence on the Business Environment”, it was reemphasized that “It is important for companies [businesses]
to determine when and how a technology is changing an
industry, and to understand the strategic influence of the new
technology [on the industry].” The necessity of this
importance, therefore mandates the urgency and timeliness of
this paper.
1.1. Before Computers Came
Before the era of Computing and Information Technology,
business interactions and service delivery involved
compulsory physical contact between an interested buyer and
a willing seller. The mandatory nature of this physical
interaction further heightened as trust and integrity issues
started becoming an undeniably obvious reality. And
sometimes, as is still present in our current age, these trust
and integrity concerns still serve as very valid determiners of
business success.
Also, tenders and means of exchange of value in business
transactions (currencies, collaterals, securities, etc.) needed to
be carried about physically in the pre-computing business era
in order to be able to take direct advantage of business
opportunities. This method also posed valid concerns of
vulnerabilities relating to issues of ownership, validity,
security and authenticity.
Business expansion, publicity and scalability was a
herculean nightmare of a task in the pre-computing era –
almost near impossible. Businesses could hardly grow
beyond the confines of the immediate business location, and
customer / consumer base was limited to those within the
sphere of direct influence of the business activities, services
and operations.
1.2. Virtualization and Cloud Computing Origins
With the advent of computers and the internet, it became
possible to carry out business transactions in their
completeness and entirety, and also deliver services without
any form of physical interaction between buyer and seller,
sometimes across amazing distances of space and time
barriers. Goods and services could now be paid for without
the use of physical value tenders. Encryption, Authentication,
Digital Signatures, Firewalls, etc., also made it possible for
issues relating to ownership, security, validity, authenticity
and integrity to be adequately catered for despite the
sometimes incredible distance between buyers / clients and
sellers / service providers.
Business processes and activities could now be more
efficiently and effectively carried out and information /
results could now be stored more easily, centrally and
securely, and retrieved in a timelier, ubiquitous manner.
Monitoring and administration of various business units and
activities could also now be more centrally done and
communication became real-time.
John McCarthy, speaking at the MIT Centennial in 1961
was quoted as saying, “If computers of the kind I have

advocated become the computers of the future, then
computing may someday be organized as a public utility just
as the telephone system is a public utility... The computer
utility could become the basis of a new and important
industry.” [3]
One of the key computing technologies that emerged not
too long after, and that has greatly transformed business
practices in recent years is the technology of cloud
computing and the foundational technology of virtualization
that powers it.
The early years of computing and the Internet found its
first use in the hands of researchers and academicians, but
this changed very fast; today we have computers playing
very vital roles in Healthcare and Emergency Management,
in Business and Corporate Administration, and in the
workings of various Governments and Economies. As the
Internet continued to expand, and with the high cost of
computers at the time coupled with only sparsely intermittent
computational needs, businesses, organizations, researchers
and academicians found it difficult owning computers
because they couldn’t provide any reasonable justification for
investing at high costs in a computer that would sit idle for
most of the time. To assuage this difficulty, entrepreneurs
came up with the idea of “renting” time, making it possible
for organizations and users to either own or subscribe to
computing resources at much lower costs [4].
It thus became possible for users to find access to largescale mainframe computer systems using thin clients/terminal
machines which were often referred to as "static terminals".
They were so named because they were used mainly for
communications but had no internal processing capabilities.
This technology made the use of expensive mainframe
systems more efficient because it allowed multiple users to
share both the physical access to the computer from multiple
terminals as well as to share the processing resources (CPU
time). This practice, as illustrated in figure 1, was able to
curb periods of “no activity” on the mainframes and allowed
for greater returns on investment for companies that practiced
such around the 1950s [5].

Figure 1. Cloud Computing Origins [Own Study]

This practice is what has evolved over the years to what
we now call “Cloud Computing”.
Cloud Computing (CC) is defined by the United States
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) as “a
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model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand
network access to a shared pool of configurable computing
resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and
services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with
minimal management effort or service provider interaction;
having characteristics of on-demand self-service, broad
network access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity and
payment per usage of various business models.” [6].
Virtualization is the technology that allows multiple
Virtual Machines (also called guest machines) to run on a
single physical machine (also called host machine) and share
the resources of the physical machine [7]. This makes it
possible for a single physical server to host many guest
virtual machines (VMs), operating systems, and applications
without the additional cost and complexity that result from
running these multiple physical machines individually. [8]
The technology of Virtualization provides the abstraction
that Cloud Computing enjoys by taking a physical resource
such as a server (computer) and dividing it into virtual
resources called virtual machines (multiple computers that
can be released to subscribers) to which users (businesses)
could subscribe. “This abstraction from the hardware state
allows not only multiple operating systems to coexist on the
same hardware, but for one VMM to run on multiple
different networked physical systems concurrently. By
utilizing a VMM to mediate between the OS and the
hardware, virtualization changes the one-to-one mapping of
OSs to hardware to many-to-many” [9] as shown in figure 2,
and this forms the core of Cloud Computing as it is known
today.

Figure 2. Many-to-Many Mapping of Operating System to Hardware [9]

Asides server and system virtualization, virtualization
could also be implemented for business in the following
areas as well: Storage, Networks, Desktop Infrastructures, etc.
1.3. Cloud Computing Today
Unlike some 30 years ago, two additional factors have
significantly distinguished the technology of Cloud
Computing from its predecessors and greatly altered its
market dynamics. They are:
The speed, dynamism and “far-reach” of the Internet,
which makes it possible to transport and deliver
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computational resources at high speeds, across long distances,
and at reduced cost;
The ubiquity of personal computers coupled with the
tendency to own computers that satisfy “peak” against
“average” need for computational power, directly leaving a
good reserve of computational resources idle [4]. These two
factors interact as shown in figure 3.

Figure 3. Cloud Computing [10]

The United States National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST), in providing standards, guidelines,
minimum requirements and specifications for Cloud
Computing – [6], specify three service models for
deployment in cloud infrastructure.
The first model is the Software as a Service (SaaS). In this
model, clients/consumers are provided access to the
applications of a provider which are deployed on a cloud
infrastructure. These applications are to be made accessible
to various client devices either through a thin client interface,
such as a web browser (e.g., web-based email), or a through a
program interface. Consumers do not manage or control the
underlying cloud infrastructure including network, servers,
operating systems, storage, or even individual application
capabilities, with the possible exception of limited userspecific application configuration settings.
The second model is the Platform as a Service (PaaS). In
this model, clients/consumers are allowed to deploy onto
cloud infrastructure, consumer-created or acquired
applications that are created using programming languages,
libraries, services and tools supported by a provider.
Consumers do not manage or control the underlying cloud
infrastructure including network, servers, operating systems,
or storage, but reserve control over deployed applications and
possibly the configuration settings for the application-hosting
environment.
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) is the third model. In this
model, consumers are provided with processing, storage,
networks, and other fundamental computing resources, using
which the consumer is able to deploy and run arbitrary
system and/or application software. Consumers do not
control the underlying cloud infrastructure (basically
hardware), but reserve control over operating systems,
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storage, and deployed application; with possibly limited
control of some networking components (such as host
firewalls).
The service models specified above directly define the
three layers comprised in the core of most modern cloud
computing infrastructure. Each of these layers offer the
specified types of services to a particular segment of the
consumer market while at the same time paying for the
services provided by the preceding layer (except the IaaS
layer) [11]. This is shown in figure 4.

Figure 4. Cloud Computing Layers [12]

The first / foundational layer of Cloud Computing is the
IaaS layer. The products here relate to hardware and
associated services such as: general processing, servers,
storage devices, database management, and all other
hardware related services that are offered as a service to the
end user. The next layer is the PaaS layer upon which
developers can build and test applications that run on the
IaaS, either for the IaaS layer itself or for the SaaS layer
above it. The topmost layer is the SaaS, and this deals
exclusively with applications for end users [11].

Figure 5. IaaS Deployment Variants [11]

The IaaS (the core/foundational model) variant of the CC
service models could be deployed as Private Clouds (cloud
infrastructure provisioned for exclusive use by a single
organization comprising multiple consumers), Community
Clouds (cloud infrastructure provisioned for exclusive use by
a specific community of consumers from organizations that
have shared concerns such as: mission, security requirements,

policies, and compliance considerations), Public Clouds
(cloud infrastructure provisioned for open use by the general
public) or Hybrid Clouds (cloud infrastructure comprising
two or more distinct cloud infrastructures, whether private,
community, or public, that remain unique entities, but are
bound together by standardized or proprietary technology
enabling data and application portability such as cloud
bursting for load balancing between clouds). The interactions
between these various modes of deployment are illustrated in
figure 5.
Today, Cloud computing is gradually coming to bear in
reality as the most formidable path to business and
organizational growth and has gained rapid interest and
prominence over the past decade. The reason for this rapid
growth cannot be far-fetched. Cloud computing simply
makes very efficient and flexible, the task of scaling different
business services to meet very dynamic business needs; the
shared infrastructure and services they provide make it a
more prudent venture when compared with other traditional
approaches of hosting each of these infrastructure and
services locally. [13]

2. The Benefits of Virtualization for
Business
Despite the relatively cheap cost of commodity hardware
and availability of networks, virtualization still has benefits
that put it in the fore for most organizations. Physical
systems are associated with other costs which could be
operational, physical and/or technical, all in addition to the
initial purchasing cost. Asides that, every physical machine
bothers on physical space, cabling, energy, cooling, and
software administration requirements [9]. This inadvertently
makes virtualization a preferred alternative by means of
system and server consolidation.
Virtualization makes it possible to test new computer and
IT aided business solutions in an environment that is less
vulnerable to external vices. Using methods of Sandboxing
and Container Operating Systems, new, untrusted and
potentially vulnerable IT business solutions can actually be
tested in a more secure environment where failures and
breaches of the new systems or solutions would not hamper
the current smooth running of existing deployed solutions.
Legacy business solutions that are already in use and
properly functioning can easily retained and run alongside
new solutions deployed on virtualized platforms until these
new solutions have been confirmed and smooth migration /
transition has been done.
The simulation of networks and independent business units
in order to study and observe the cooperation and interactions
between them is made easier by virtualization. Independent
business units can be simulated to run various independent
processes that may either be interrelated or not, and the
interactions between these can be observed more critically
within a closed environment.
Virtualization further makes the previously dreaded tasks
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of migration / transition, backup and recovery of business
systems a “walk-in-the-park”, and the administration and
management of these tasks can be more centrally done [14].
Operating Systems add a single point of failure for
everything (data, processes and information) that runs on
them because once an Operating System fails, everything on
it is wasted with exceptions to those that have been securely
backed up. The difficulty in securing this single, complicated
point of failure poses a security risk for the system’s data and
processes and accounts for the choice of virtualization. [9]
Furthermore, modern commodity operating systems (e.g.
Windows and Linux) are very complex, usually comprising
of tens of millions of Lines of Code (LOC) in the latest
desktop versions. This results in a much larger vulnerability
surface than can be easily or provably secured [15] [16]. The
fewer lines of codes in Virtual Machine Monitors thus
provide a preferred alternative.

3. The Benefits of Cloud Computing for
Business
Cloud Computing comes with immense benefits for
business, some of the most popular are:
Dynamic Scalability and Flexibility – Cloud computing
makes scalability and flexibility a dream come true for the
business environment. Businesses can be grown and
expanded and impact can be more distributed over a wider
area by tapping into the resources and services provided by
Cloud Computing at the Infrastructure, Platform and
Software layers. As business operations and reach continues
to expand, more cloud computing resources can easily be
subscribed to in order to meet the growing business demands.
Reduced Management and Operational Costs – Management
and Operational Costs, such as those that are incurred from
power consumption, system maintenance and recruitment for IT
administration, procurement of needed IT and computing
devices and licencing of new important software, testing and
deployment of new business solutions, amongst others, are
greatly reduced by tapping into the resources of Cloud
Computing (multi-tenancy, sandboxing, etc.).
Enhanced Business Agility and Ubiquity – Cloud
Computing further enhances the opportunities for Agility and
Ubiquity of Business operations within the business
environment. Business Operations can be entirely initiated
and completed without necessarily being within the physical
confines of the business facility. This is possible because
ubiquity is the theme behind the technology of cloud
computing, and the Internet further accentuates this theme.
Simplified Storage and Management of Big Data – Before
the advent of Cloud Computing, the task of managing
(generating, storing and timely retrieving) Big Data,
especially those generated from business operations research
and market surveys was a very difficult task. It remained a
nightmare to data and archives administrators until cloud
computing emerged. Most modern cloud computing
infrastructures provide services that make it possible to store
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massive amounts of data – through storage on demand
provisions – in a well sorted and indexed form, thus making
retrieval only as stressful as a mouse-click [17].
Smoother Transition of Business Solutions – Business
Administrators can now enjoy seamless transitions from one
business solution to another by simply integrating whatever
new business solutions that is currently being used into their
already existing cloud computing platforms or infrastructure.
Easier Mergers and Acquisitions – One of the nightmares
behind mergers and acquisitions facing executives is the task
of consolidating records and data from two previously
distinct business endeavours. In reality, this is never really
completely achieved, even for government agencies. But
with cloud computing, consolidation is nothing more than a
mouse-click away and end-users can readily have seamless
ubiquitous access to records and data.
Superior Safety – Even though valid concerns exist
relating to the reluctance of Chief Information Officers of
many large corporations in opting for cloud solutions for
their corporations data owing to reasons of security, privacy
and policy restrictions, cloud computing security is not any
less secure than the internal security of any enterprise. Cloud
Providers can also implement other policy restrictions that
are binding on certain clients and deploy them as private
cloud facilities.
Collaboration efficiency – Collaboration is easy in a cloud
environment, and it gives businesses the ability to
communicate and share outside of the traditional methods.
While working on a particular project from different
locations, cloud computing enables employees, contractors
and third parties access to the same files. A cloud computing
model could also be chosen that makes it easy to share your
records with advisers and prospects alike (e.g. a quick and
secure way to share accounting records with your accountant
or financial adviser).
Flexibility of work practices – Cloud computing allows
employees to be more flexible in their work practices. For
example, you can have access to data from home, on holiday,
or via the commute to and from work via an internet
connection. If you need access to your data while you are offsite, you can connect to your virtual office, quickly and easily.
Green Benefits – Cloud Computing also offers green
benefits because cloud providers can invest in data centres on
an ultra-large scale (thus reducing the global energy waste
contributions of individual companies), thus offering
companies a green alternative to conventional approaches to
IT. Also, by subscribing to more cloud services, material
waste is reduced as less non-biodegradable hardware is
required. In addition, less infrastructure on site means less
equipment to insure [17].

4. Industry Perspectives and Opinions
Despite the fact that a comprehensive survey by [18]
revealed that ICT executives [and business managers] believe
that the greatest influence that ICT will have on their
enterprise’s ability to remain competitive in the future will be
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by increasing performance (72%) and achieving cost savings
(70%), as well as knowledge acquisition and management
(69%) amongst others as shown in figure 6, recent server
watch technical reviews and white-paper reports insight that
virtualization is rapidly taking over the IT and business
industry at such a pace that tends to suggest that it is
becoming increasingly difficult for businesses and
professionals alike to keep up [19] [20]. The absence of a
proper understanding of some major concepts and areas as
well as the immense benefits of Virtualization has, no doubt,
added to the scepticisms of businesses in opting for full
virtualization of their IT Infrastructure; thus necessitating the
need for this exposé.

Figure 6. ICT and competitive ability [18]

5. The Future of Virtualization and
Cloud Computing
The most important prospect for Cloud Computing lies in
the possibility for government and economic fiscal policies to
begin to rise in its favour (particularly for financial
institutions), especially in developing and underdeveloped
countries as it has in most developed countries of our world.
This is suggested by the fact that government agencies have
begun to partake in the eating of the Cloud “pudding” and are
gradually becoming more convinced about its “taste” with
every passing stride.
The ubiquity of Cloud Computing has a more promising
future as more mobile implementations of cloud services are
beginning to emerge. In the coming years, more already
cloud services, as well as those yet to come would feature
fully functional mobile implementations, making them more
flexible and easy to use; with this prospect would also come
the capability for better remote monitoring, access and
delivery because cloud services provided and delivered in
this line would thrive on this.
The Cloud of the future hopes to feature a more centralized
database for storage, access and retrieval of data on-demand.
This would prove very valuable in areas such as healthcare
and medical records management. More organizations would
be able to generate new, and equally have access to existing
databases of massive records. This would make more
effective the job of prospecting and monitoring of trends.
Businesses and Organizations are beginning to get more
interested in investing in applications that promote business

as against those that promote IT. This was revealed in a 2013
survey published by North Bridge Venture Partners [21]. The
survey revealed that an average 52% of organizations
currently use of applications that advance business priorities,
as against an average 36% of organizations that use
applications that advance IT priorities; thus further
underscoring the increasing value placed by organizations on
facilitating the delivery of services beyond IT via the cloud.
Also, the Consumer-base of Private and Public Clouds are
expected to grow in the coming years as the use of public [as
well as private] cloud applications continue and increase
across the IaaS, Saas and PaaS layers. Private cloud will likely
continue to be the preferred approach where it is feasible, but
at the enterprise application layer (applications relating to
Customer Relationship Management, Human Capital Resource
Management and IT Service Management) public cloud SaaS
applications would be more likely to reign [22].
Security concerns are gradually also beginning to lose their
reputation as the primary inhibiting factor for cloud
computing. Even though it still tops the list of inhibitors, the
same survey by [21] also stated that an average 46% of
respondent organizations pointed out security concerns as the
primary inhibitor for cloud computing in 2013, down from an
average 55% in 2012. This suggests that more organizations
and businesses would be more reception to cloud computing
technologies in the coming years.
More standards are also coming into place to ensure
enhanced portability of data across various cloud platforms.
This has eased up integration and interoperability concerns to
a large extent, and prospects for the coming years are also
promising [21].

6. Conclusion
The business environment of the 21st Century is becoming
increasing dynamic. New trends and technologies are rapidly
emerging and transforming businesses for the best. The
corporations that lead and constantly top the charts in this
dynamic business environment have been known to be those
that are able to early enough discover, understand, and
effectively harness these new emerging technologies for their
benefits, and their profits have always increased well beyond
exponential margins and indices.
Past researches in business and IT have proven that
Virtualization and Cloud Computing may hold the key to
business performance enhancement, sustainability and
productivity, and this paper has thrown in a couple more
reasons to uphold this fact, posing in solidarity with past
similar researches, and further opening some new insights
into what the future holds for these twin technologies.
This paper has been able to integrate the concepts behind
the internal workings of virtualization and cloud computing
and prove their relevance as formidable technologies for
business success in this century, and further highlighting their
unique benefits to businesses in the most compact form
possible that still retains relevance.
IT and business managers, executives, decision makers and
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policy implementers would find this exposé to be one very
compact, interesting read and an indispensable reference
material, comparable to very few others, that they can readily
fall back on to support their decisions for choosing
virtualizations and cloud computing as the preferred
technologies for positioning their businesses for the coming
digital revolution. However, while this paper presents one of
the most compact exposés and overviews on virtualization
and cloud computing and prospects for businesses, which
could provide handy key points for managers and executives
in IT and business, we recommend [23] for a more detailed
and in-depth perspective on these twin technologies.
Despite the promising benefits and future prospects above,
it is noteworthy to emphasize that the cloud of the future
would really be nothing like we have ever imagined. Cloud
computing is expected to rise way over and beyond its
current seemingly imposing limitations with renewed and
determined force; and those businesses that would embrace
the cloud today would be those that would become well
aligned with their consumer requirements, and properlypositioned for continued success.
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